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Overview of May 2015 Meeting
• Key elements
– Affirm and further develop the stakeholder-driven
MSE process
– Agree on governance procedures and facilitation
– Review progress on coastwide operating model
– Identify which procedures/scenarios can be
investigated with coastwide model and which must
await development of spatial model
– Review research priorities in relation to harvest policy
and available staff resources
– Using MSE web-based interface to explore
alternatives and disseminate results to stakeholders
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MSAB Meeting #5 Agenda

IPHC Offices, Seattle WA. May 27-28, 2015

Meeting Objectives
The objectives for the May 2015 MSAB Meeting are:
Review MSAB governance, deliverables, meeting logistics, and facilitation
Affirm fishery goals and draft objectives
Review and evaluate alternative management procedures
Introduction to spatial equilibrium models
Wednesday May 27, 2015
12:30 PM:

Welcome, introductions, meeting objectives and questions.
Summary review from MSAB Meeting 4 (October 20-21, 2014).

1:00 PM:

MSAB governance
Briefly recap MSAB interests and purpose, discuss
MSAB governance – Chairs, deliverables, deadlines, meeting format

2:00 PM:

BREAK

2:15 PM:

Fishery goals and objectives
Affirm goals and draft, ranked fishery objectives

3:15 PM:

Operating model updates
Coastwide operating model updates.
Tractable questions for coast wide model vs. spatial operating model

4:15 PM:

Management procedures
Review management procedure from meeting 4, discuss alternatives
Develop a scorecard for comparing and tuning management procedures
Review research priorities and relationship to policy variables

5:00 PM:

ADJOURN
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Thursday May 28, 2015
8:00 AM:

COFFEE & PASTRIES

8:30 AM:

Recap from previous day, questions & discussion.

9:00 AM:

Management procedures
Preliminary evaluation of management procedures
Evaluating current harvest policy (Clarke and Hare, 2006)
Exploration of discard mortality rates
Using the MSE web-based interface to explore alternative
procedures

10:00 AM: BREAK
10:15 AM: Management procedures (con’t)
12:00 PM: LUNCH
1:00 PM:

Operating model scenarios
Review proposed scenarios – natural mortality, stock-recruitment,
growth, average recruitment, etc.

2:00 PM:

MSAB outreach
Suggestions for sharing results, engaging with constituents, forums
for providing feedback

3:15 PM:

ADJOURN
May 2015 MSAB Meeting
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Review of Objectives (October 2014)
Five Overarching Objectives
• Biological sustainability – identify stock conservation objectives
• Fishery (all directed fisheries) sustainability and stability – identify harvest
minimum and acceptable variability
• Assurance of access – minimize probability of fishery closures
• Minimize bycatch mortality
• Serve consumer needs

Five Management Procedures
• Total mortality: Direct accounting by area for all sources of mortality in that
area, including sublegals.
• Size limits: No size limit, current minimum size limit, 26 inches instead of 32,
slot limits.
• Harvest strategies: 30:20 control rule, reference removal rate
21.5%/16.125%, coastwide and by area.
• National shares: catch limits by areas would be allocated rather than based
on apportionment.
• Bycatch mitigation: Compensation among areas for bycatch in a particular
area.
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Scenarios (October 2014)
Biological
–
–
–
–
–

Stock-recruitment
Natural and discard mortality
Environmental effects
Growth
Migration

Management
–
–
–
–
–

Data and assessment
Harvest policy
Allocation
Control rules
Implementation error

Fishing effort dynamics
– Directed, bycatch, other
– Selectivity changes
– Survey
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Harvest variables implemented in
coastwide model (October 2014)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fisheries selectivity,
Minimum and maximum size limits,
Discard mortality rate (DMR) for the directed fishery,
Average selectivity in bycatch fisheries,
Bycatch mortality from all other fleets, and
Price per pound for four different size grades.
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Table 1. Candidate goals and objectives for MSE process – May 2014
Goal
Biological
sustainability

Biological
sustainability

Fishery
sustainability and
stability
Assurance of access
Serve consumer
needs

Objective
Limit
- the level of
biomass below
which no fishing
can occur

Threshold
- the level of
biomass below
which the harvest
rate should decline
Target Harvest Rate
- harvest rate
applied when
biomass is above
threshold level
- Maintain median
catch within ±10%
of 1993-2012
average
- Maintain average

Performance
Metric
1) Maintain a
minimum of
number of mature
female halibut
coast-wide (e.g.,
one million)

Probability

Time frame

IPHC Staff Comments

0.99

Each year

Number of females and
spawning biomass can be
equivalent, however this
objective could also be
evaluated with respect to
average female size

2) Maintain a
0.95
minimum spawning
stock biomass of
20% of the unfished
biomass
3) Maintain a
0.75
minimum spawning
stock biomass of
30% of the unfished
biomass
4) Maintain
0.95
directed fishing
opportunity

Each year

Part of current harvest
policy. The probability should
be evaluated relative to
recruitment variability and
yield
See above.

Each year

Each year
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Evaluate probability relative
to recruitment variability and
minimum annual variation in
catch desired by industry.
This needs a quantifiable
unit in order to calculate a
probability, e.g., maintain
directed fishing opportunity
of xx million pounds each
year.
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Goal

Objective
catch at >70% of
historical 19932012 average

Performance
Metric
5) Maximize yield in
each regulatory
area

Probability

0.5

Each year

?

Within 5 years of
implementation
Each year

0.9

Fishery
sustainability and
stability

Harvest efficiency

Wastage in the
longline fishery
<10% of annual
catch limit

Time frame

0.75
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Over a 5 year
period

IPHC Staff Comments
* See above. This
performance metric is
actually an objective and
requires a specific value for
calculating a probability.
* See above.
* The absolute quantities for

catch will be difficult to
achieve. For example you
may never be able to achieve
70% of the average catch in
90 out of 100 cases. In terms
of assurance of access in 90
out of 100 cases, adjusting
the % of the average catch
may be necessary.
* The performance metric
might be best expressed as
the ratio of discards to
retained, or sublegal:legal.
Wastage is difficult to
quantify due to assumptions
about discard mortality rate
and biases in the observer
programs with partial
coverage.
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Goal

Fishery
sustainability and
stability

Objective

Performance
Metric

Probability

Time frame

Limit catch
variability

6) Limit annual
changes in TAC,
coastwide and/or
by Regulatory Area,
to less than 15%

1

Each year

* This might be better
described as a harvest
control rule or procedure
(akin to slow up fast down).
The performance metric
would be the average annual
variability in catch. In this
case the AAV <= 0.15 with a
probability of 1 each year.

Risk tolerance and
assessment
uncertainty

When Limit <
estimated biomass
< Threshold, limit
the probability of
declines

0.05 – 0.5,
depending
on
estimated
stock status

10 years

* The performance metric
here might better be
expressed as the frequency
that Blimit < estimated
biomass <= threshold, and
the desired probability of
being in this window is on
the order of 0.05-0.5 over a
10 year window.

Assurance of access
Serve consumer
needs
Biological
sustainability

IPHC Staff Comments

* Many of the performance metrics are likely to interact with both conservation targets and harvest rate objectives, and their
probabilities will be dependent on recruitment variation and desirable/acceptable economic standards of participants. Finding the
balance of these competing objectives is the primary purpose of the MSE process.
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